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LiveLabs: Initial Reflections on Building a Large-scale
Mobile Behavioral Experimentation Testbed

Archan Misra Rajesh Krishna Balan

archanm@smu.edu.sg rajesh@smu.edu.sg
School of Information Systems

Singapore Management University, Singapore

We believe that, for successful adoption of novel mobile tech-
nologies and applications, it is important to be able to test
them under real usage patterns, and with real users. To im-
plement this vision, we present our initial effort in building
LiveLabs, a large-scale mobile testbed for in-situ experimen-
tation. LiveLabs is unique in two aspects. First, LiveLabs
operates on a scale much larger than most research testbeds—
it is being deployed in four different public spaces in Singa-
pore (a university campus, a shopping mall, an airport and a
leisure resort), and is expected to have a pool of over 30,000
opt-in participants. Second, LiveLabs not only instruments
smartphones and the infrastructure to gather deep individual
and collective context, but also provides a unique experimen-
tation platform that automates many aspects of behavioral ex-
perimentation, such as subject selection and context-triggered
delivery of interventions. We briefly describe some of the re-
search challenges associated with building such a large-scale
deep-context collection testbed, as well as the current status of
LiveLabs. We then share our perspectives on the challenges
of setting up and operating such testbeds, with the expecta-
tion that our experiences will prove useful to other researchers
looking to build similar testbeds elsewhere.

I. Introduction

The building and operation of large-scale experimental
testbeds has gained a lot of prominence in recent years,
as exemplified by initiatives for testbed federation such as
GENI [7]. Most of the first wave of testbeds, such as OR-
BIT [14], Kansei [1] and WiseBed [6] had a technology
focus— geared to move the study of networking protocols,
architectures and algorithms beyond simulations, but still
confined to university campuses and using synthetic work-
loads. More recently, efforts such as PhoneLab [11] and
NetSense [15] have begun to open up opportunities for test-
ing mobile technologies and applications using real-world
users. We believe that mobile systems and applications re-
search would greatly benefit from more-realistic behavioral
testbeds, where prototype applications and services can be
tested on a diverse set of users, performing real-world ac-
tivities, in diverse locations.

Motivated by the desire to support such real-world,
mobile-centric behavioral investigations, the LiveLabs Ur-
ban Lifestyle Innovation Platform (or LiveLabs for short)
is a multi-year testbed effort funded by Singapore’s Me-
dia Development Authority (MDA), situated in multiple
urban spaces in Singapore. LiveLabs’ central goal is not
to support technical trials of individual technologies, but
instead support experimental investigation of human adop-
tion and usage of advanced mobile applications and ser-
vices. Motivated by the emergence of mobile sensing as an

enabler for increased, real-time context awareness, Live-
Labs especially seeks to enable experimentation with ad-
vanced context-aware services.

We believe that LiveLabs is unique from other testbeds
for three key reasons:

• Participant Scale: LiveLabs targets an opt-in partic-
ipant base of tens of thousands of users (with a no-
tional target of 30,000 participants), restricted not just
to specific affinity groups (e.g., students on the SMU
campus), but members of the general public, engaged
in daily lifestyle activities.

• Real-life Venues: LiveLabs encompasses four
publicly-accessible venues in Singapore: the entire
SMU campus, a major shopping mall, an interna-
tionally reputed airport and a highly popular leisure
resort. The goal is to experimentally study human
interactions and application usage in the wild, while
they engage in everyday tasks such as shopping,
dining or commuting.

• In-situ Experimentation: This is perhaps the most in-
teresting capability of LiveLabs: it is not just an in-
frastructure for passively collecting usage data, but
for actively performing in-situ context-based interven-
tions (e.g., offering a special discount to shoppers of
a certain group size) , while the participants are en-
gaged in relevant real-world activities. LiveLabs thus
transforms the mobile device from being merely an
observer of human context to an enabler of behav-
ioral/sociological experiments on an unprecedented
scale.

Building the LiveLabs infrastructure itself requires deep
research technical innovations in several aspects of mo-
bile computing (such as energy-efficient context collection,
real-time stream analytics, privacy preservation etc.). How-
ever, LiveLabs’ emphasis on end-user experimentation with
advanced, but real, applications and services implies that
the vast majority of industry experimenters using LiveLabs
are not technology companies, but consumer services com-
panies, with interests in verticals such as retail, advertis-
ing, social media, leisure and tourism. These companies
effectively view LiveLabs as a provider of a “dynamic user
panel”, with an extended set of deep context attributes, that
enables them to conduct consumer experiments at a finer
granularity than otherwise possible.

In this paper, we shall provide a high-level description of
LiveLabs, including its goals, the selected venues and the
overall system architecture. We shall then briefly describe
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several of the key research challenges, and provide some
high-level insights about our approaches to tackle several
of these challenges. However, the sobering reality is that
the the bulk of our effort while conceptualizing and launch-
ing LiveLabs over the past two years has not been about
cutting-edge research, but about building and sustaining an
operational testbed, including addressing mundane but key
issues such as participant sign-up & retention and ensur-
ing reliable system-availability for our participants. The
main goal of this paper is therefore to share with the com-
munity our experiences in both building up the LiveLabs
eco-system (especially in our recruitment of willing venue
owners & participants) and in setting up and operating the
first location of the testbed at our university campus. We
believe that our experiences, of both successes and failures,
provide “teachable insights” to our mobile systems frater-
nity, especially as more of us seek to build and operational-
ize large-scale experimental testbeds.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II uses a simple motivating example to describe the
key capabilities of LiveLabs, and then describes the re-
sulting functional components needed to operationalize the
testbed. Section III then describes the four different venues
for LiveLabs and how each venue helps experimental stud-
ies for different business domains, as well as shares our
experiences and insights in securing appropriate collabora-
tive agreements. Subsequently, Section IV provides a high-
level overview of some of the key and practical research
areas that need to be addressed to make LiveLabs success-
ful. Section V then provides some operational details about
the current state of the LiveLabs infrastructure, while Sec-
tion VI then encapsulates our observations and experiences
about the journey so far. Finally, after a survey of related
work on recent testbed efforts in Section VII, Section VIII
concludes the paper.

II. Functional Components of Live-
Labs

LiveLabs’s high-level goal is to enable realistic testing of
context-aware mobile services. To understand the various
functional requirements of LiveLabs, we first describe a
prototypical use case of LiveLabs:

Imagine a mall-based café, BigBucks, that would
like to test an innovative new offering, targeted
towards groups of 5 or more customers. Big-
Bucks would like to offer a promotion of “30%
off the coffee bill” to such groups, and would es-
pecially like to target such groups right after they
come out of the movie theater, but also deliver
the incentive only if such a group has lingered on
outside the movie theater for at least 2 minutes or
has joined a competitor’s queue with an expected
wait time larger than 5 minutes.

This use case is predicated on BigBucks’ belief that it may
be more profitable to larger groups of movie-goers rather
than individuals, and that it makes sense to target only

those groups that are not in a rush, but appear to be debat-
ing about what leisure activity they might want to do next.
LiveLabs’s would like to make it easier to experimentally
investigate this promotional strategy, by not only provid-
ing appropriate subjects, but also detecting the appropriate
contextual triggers and delivering the subsequent context-
based interventions.based interventions.

Figure 1: LiveLabs: The Sensing-to-Experimentation Loop

To achieve this, LiveLabs needs to support 3 key func-
tional capabilities (these are illustrated in Figure 1):

i) Sense: Capture data about the real-world activities
of individual participants through appropriate mobile
sensing. In the example above, such mobile sens-
ing data can provide information about the in-mall lo-
cation of all the participants, their ongoing activities
(such as walking rapidly vs. queuing at another stall).

ii) Analyze: Apply deep, near-real time analytics to ex-
tract higher level individual and ambient context. In
the example above, such analytics would help identify
groups of mall visitors, infer the queuing delays at a
competitor’s store or indicate that a specific group is
in a rush.

iii) Intervene: Utilize such context to activate appropriate
context-aware interventions or application adaptation.
In the example above, such intervention would consist
of delivering, at the appropriate time, the “30% off
promotion” to the mobile devices of group members
that satisfy the contextual predicates. Perhaps equally
importantly, LiveLabs would continue to monitor the
outcome of such an intervention–i.e., observing if
such a targeted promotion actually causes groups to
gravitate towards BigBucks or not.

II.A. Functional Components and Data
Flow

Figure 2 shows the corresponding components, and data
flow sequence, of LiveLabs. These components work to-
gether to achieve the in-situ, context-based intervention
outlined before in the following manner:
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1. The LiveLabs Context Collector application executes
in the smartphone of each of the participants, collect-
ing both sensor & usage data from each device. For
LiveLabs to work, each participant must download
and install the Context Collector service, and give it
the necessary permissions to collect the relevant data
feeds. We emphasize that this download mechanism is
completely opt-in, and requires the participant to ex-
plicit consent to our collection and privacy policies.
To provide a flexible yet power efficient data collec-
tion process, the LiveLabs Context Collector can be
dynamically configured to turn on / off different data
collection modules (GPS, accelerometer, etc.) and to
modify the data upload frequency.

2. The Context Collector then transmits (at appropri-
ate intervals) the collected data (or context derived
from such low-level data) to our Storage and Analyt-
ics server. There, the data is first stored for archival
purposes (after being anonymized to remove various
sensitive fields) and concurrently streamed in to our
Stream Analytics Engine. This analytics engine ap-
plies a variety of standard and advanced analytics al-
gorithms to derive higher-level context, such as the
queuing delays at different locations.

3. Independently, experimenters (such as BigBucks)
wanting to use LiveLabs specify their experiments us-
ing an appropriate experiment specification interface
on our Behavioral Experimentation Platform (BEP).
More specifically, experiments contain a trigger com-
ponent, describing the contextual predicates that must
be satisfied, and an action clause, that specifies the
specific intervention that must be delivered. Such in-
terventions or experiments could involve, for exam-
ple, delivering specific promotions/discounts, trigger-
ing specific features of an already-installed mobile ap-
plication or pushing out an HTML5-based survey.

4. The Intervention Execution Engine in the BEP then
continually monitors the trigger specifications of each
executing experiment, and subscribes to the Stream
Analytics Engine for notifications of matching con-
text. When the context is met, the Analytics Engine
notifies the Intervention Execution Engine, which is
then responsible for performing the intervention spec-
ified in the action clause.

5. The BEP continues to then monitor the subjects of the
intervention to observe their response to the experi-
ment stimulus. Once sufficient observational fidelity
has been achieved (this could, for example, take sev-
eral weeks), the BEP reports back the results of the ex-
perimental intervention to the experimenter, who can
then subsequently choose to run modified versions of
the same experiment.

Figure 2: LiveLabs components and interaction flow

III. Testbed Venues & Application
Domains

LiveLabs was created as part of a larger, national-scale
effort by the MDA to position the city-state as a “live
observatory”, where inhabitants would be voluntarily co-
opted as participants to enable at-scale, naturalistic testing
of various innovations in the areas of telecommunications
and digital media. Singapore is, in fact, an ideal venue
for testing urban usage of digital media and mobile com-
puting innovations— it offers many examples of densely-
populated public urban spaces (e.g., shopping malls, train
stations, convention centers and theme parks), has one of
the world’s highest penetration of smartphones and a tech-
savvy, highly-educated population. Accordingly, from the
outset, LiveLabs’s charter was to create a testbed that ex-
tended beyond university campuses to encompass various
public urban spaces, where participants would be expected
to spend significant portions of their daily lives and which
would prove to be compelling for various commercial part-
ners. We spent over 18 months in conceptualizing Live-
Labs capabilities, and in “recruiting” venue operators and
technology partners whose collaboration would be indis-
pensable for both recruiting participants and in operating
the testbeds.

LiveLabs’s goal is to operate a testbed across four public
venues/spaces in Singapore, offering an unprecedented di-
versity in both the types of testbed locations and the profiles
of the participants:

1. LiveLabs@SMU refers to the entire SMU campus,
located in downtown Singapore and consisting of 5
academic buildings, housing approximately 8000 full-
time students spread across 6 schools. Each building
is 5 stories high, and the buildings are all connected
by an underground, publicly-accessible concourse that
houses an assortment of retail outlets, a subway sta-
tion, student extra-curricular facilities and administra-
tive offices.

2. LiveLabs@Mall refers to a large, 9 story mall located
close to the SMU campus— besides retail establish-
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ments, the mall is integrated with one of Singapore’s
busiest subway hubs. The mall floors cover an area
larger than 1 million sq. ft and are visited by at least
40,000 people every day. Besides typical F&B out-
lets and retail shops, the mall also houses a large
food court, several bank branches and customer ser-
vice centers.

3. LiveLabs@Airport refers to Singapore’s main airport,
consisting of 3 separate, but inter-connected, termi-
nals. The terminals collectively have an area of over
10,000 sq. ft and serves more than 135,000 passengers
daily. Besides passengers, many local inhabitants visit
the airport’s retail outlets on a regular basis.

4. LiveLabs@Sentosa refers to Singapore’s premier re-
sort island, spread over more than 45 million sq.ft. It
is visited by over 45,000 visitors daily, with a majority
being foreign tourists.

It is important to note that, of the four locations, only Live-
Labs@Sentosa is predominantly outdoors–the others are
primarily air-conditioned, pressurized indoor spaces. All
three indoor public spaces have Wi-Fi coverage (although
of differing quality and with different access restrictions).
LiveLabs@Sentosa has Wi-Fi hotspots at selected locations
throughout the island–this is especially relevant from our
standpoint as most of the visitors to LiveLabs@Sentosa are
foreign tourists, and are thus unlikely to avail of cellular
connectivity (due to steep roaming charges).

Figure 3 illustrates these four testbed venues, as well as
the applications and service verticals (to be discussed next)
primarily associated with each such venue.

Figure 3: LiveLabs Venues and Key Verticals

III.A. Key Application Domains

These four venues are not just geographically distributed
across Singapore, but were carefully chosen to offer inter-
esting experimentation possibilities for at least five distinct
domains:

1. Retail & Advertising: Both LiveLabs@Mall and Live-
Labs@Airport have a lot of retail establishments and

offer the ability to test new forms of pervasive re-
tail applications and services. Candidate examples in-
clude the ability to test the efficacy of context-aware
customized incentives (e.g., “give a buy-2-get-1-free
discount to a set of 3 friends shopping together”) or
product recommendations (e.g., “highlight the cloth-
ing products on the aisle that have seen the highest
visitor footfalls in the last 4 hours”).

2. Leisure & Tourism: The LiveLabs@Sentosa testbed is
especially well suited for testing new types of context-
aware services that improve a visitor’s experience at a
leisure resort. Candidate examples include the ability
to offer adaptive itineraries (e.g., “suggest a different
order of attractions, based on real time estimates of
queuing delays at these attractions” or investigate dy-
namic pricing and incentive strategies (e.g., “offer a
family group a special discount at a family-oriented
attraction, if it is currently uncrowded”).

3. Rich Media Consumption: The LiveLabs@SMU
testbed will be specially instrumented to offer a high-
bandwidth, usage-adaptive wireless network that en-
ables testing of various types of rich-bandwidth ap-
plications, under high occupancy densities. Unlike
the other locations that will principally utilize exist-
ing network deployments, LiveLabs@SMU will in-
clude experimental access network prototypes, such
as TV Whitespace and small-cell (i.e., femtocellular)
deployments. Such an infrastructure allows experi-
menters to test advanced forms of mobile media con-
sumption (e.g.,“understand the performance of Wi-
Fi networks for supporting live HD video streaming
to 50 students in a single lecture hall”) as well as
real-time content distribution (e.g., “investigate peer-
to-peer strategies for low-latency, interactive mobile
gaming”).

4. Pedagogy: Besides an advanced, experimental net-
work substrate, LiveLabs@SMU also offers a unique
set of participants–undergraduate and post-graduate
students at a tertiary institution, interacting with one
another within a relatively compact, urban milieu.
This offers an ideal platform for testing newer forms
of interactive teaching (e.g., “set up dynamic groups
within a classroom for collaborative problem-solving
during lectures”), as well as the efficacy of pedagogi-
cal interventions (e.g., “testing the impact, on eventual
grades, of real-time reminders issued to students who
are observed to be spending too much of their time in
study areas interacting in overly large groups”).

5. Operational Logistics: LiveLabs@Airport is not just
a major retail destination–it is also a functional air-
port, with highly critical operational challenges such
as guiding passengers to their flight gates, manag-
ing the utilization of airplane parking bays and ensur-
ing passenger adherence to safety and security guide-
lines. The availability of real-time context about pas-
senger and staff movement and behavior inside the
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terminals will allow experimental study of new strate-
gies for passenger coordination (e.g., “dynamically re-
prioritizing those passengers at security queues whose
flight is observed to have commenced boarding”) and
security monitoring (e.g., “identifying passengers or
staff who may have strayed back into secure areas
without going through appropriate screening”).

6. Social Sciences: While LiveLabs was principally in-
tended to serve as an accelerator for translating mo-
bile technologies to commercial use, we subsequently
realized that LiveLabs also serves as a unique social
observatory, providing us with hard-to-obtain insights
into the interaction patterns among individuals in both
the digital and physical world. This capability turns
out to be of deep interest to our academic colleagues
in the disciplines of computational social science and
behavioral sciences, as it enables them to study and
model properties such as content propagation (e.g.,
“how do social media messages percolate in the phys-
ical world”) and community behavior (e.g., “how do
online communications correlate with physical world
interactions”). This promises to be a game changer for
these disciplines, as they can now migrate their obser-
vational and experimental strategies from traditional
simulated laboratory settings to the real world.

We should emphasize that these are just high-level char-
acterizations of the principal functions of each testbed. In
reality, each location is diverse enough to permit experi-
mental studies beyond this narrow categorization. For ex-
ample, LiveLabs@SMU has a rich mix of retail operations
as well (e.g., high-end fashion stores, foodcourts, travel
agencies, pharmacies, etc.) and is already being used to
conduct studies in the effectiveness of on-campus advertis-
ing and promotions. Likewise, LiveLabs@Sentosa also has
a significant number of retail and F&B partners (thus sup-
porting novel retail & advertising services), and also oper-
ates several inter-island bus services (thus enabling investi-
gations for improved operational logistics).

III.B. The Art of Securing Venue Part-
ners

The scope of LiveLabs may appear to be ambitious, and it
would truly be an understatement to say that the process of
recruiting venue partners was a long and complicated one!
We now summarize some of the key insights and experi-
ences we gained through this process.
Focus on simple capability demonstrators: There is of-
ten a mismatch between the “big picture” vision that we
academics espouse and the operational realities and prob-
lems faced by the venue operators. In our initial interac-
tions, we could feel a disconnect between our abstract, con-
ceptual vision and the shorter-term, tangible aspirations of
the venue onwers. Moreover, in all 3 external (i.e., non-
SMU) venues, information technology is viewed as an en-
abler of business capabilities. Accordingly, to establish a
successful collaborative relationship, it was important to
provide evidence of not just our technical capabilities, but

of the relevance of such capabilities to the core business
needs of the venue operator. We discovered that the most
effective way to gain their confidence and acquiescence
was to invest some effort (even prior to the formal sign-
ing of collaboration contracts) to demonstrate simple, but
high-impact, capabilities of our research group. For exam-
ple, both LiveLabs@Mall and LiveLabs@Airport became
convinced of our capabilities when we demonstrated real-
working prototypes of indoor location tracking, not just in
the SMU campus, but in their own environments and us-
ing their own Wi-Fi infrastructures. This demonstration
proved far more effective in securing executive blessing for
our collaboration that multiple conceptual pitches on ad-
vanced concepts, such as real-time queue detection or dy-
namic group detection.
Data sharing: Beyond our own campus, the other three
testbed are all semi-public spaces–while lay members of
the public can usually enter significant parts of each venue,
the venues themselves are under the control of the venue
owners. In practice, this dichotomy led to some interesting
discussions about the ownership rights on data generated
by the LiveLabs participants. While we initially felt that
we (i.e., SMU) would be the owners of the data (as we were
the ones signing up the participants), the venue owners felt
equally strongly about their data ownership rights (as the
data about participant interactions was occurring on their
premises). In the end, we came up with a solution involving
joint ownership of the data, with either side free to use the
data for their own purposes (of course, within the limits
consented to by each participant).
Control on Experimental Interventions: LiveLabs’s vi-
sion of empowering a wide swathe of companies, aca-
demics and industry researchers with the ability to test ex-
perimental services and interventions on participants raised
two additional concerns for our venue partners. The first
was reputational risk: even though LiveLabs is fundamen-
tally an SMU project, the venue owner feared loss of repu-
tation (as a primary project partner) if some of the services
or experiments were sub-standard or not viewed favorably
by the participants. Secondly, there could be situations
where our experiments, promotions, etc. create business
conflicts–for example, an anchor tenant in the mall could
get upset if LiveLabs@Mall participants were routinely be-
ing exposed to promotions from a competing retailer an-
chored in another mall. To address these concerns, we have
had to set up a small operations committee for each venue
partner, such that this operations committee will be respon-
sible for vetting and approving individual experimenters
and specific interventions in that venue.

IV. Key Research Challenges

To provide the functionality described earlier, LiveLabs re-
quires cutting edge research in a number of domains. In
this section, we briefly summarize some of the key research
initiatives.
Energy-efficient Continuous Context Sensing: As ex-
plained earlier (Section II), a key benefit of using LiveLabs
is the ability to conduct mobile experiments that use very
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specific contextual triggers (such as “A couple that just fin-
ished eating”) to launch the experiment. To enable these
triggers, we built the LiveLabs context collection applica-
tion (Section II.A) that is installed, with explicit permis-
sion, on each participant’s phone. This application will run
in the background and record the participants’ actions, ac-
tivities, and context.

However, one key challenge we face is balancing be-
tween energy usage, accuracy, and latency when running
the Context Collector. For example, if we want to know
the user’s activity accurately, and with a latency less than
1sec, we will need to sample the accelerometer at the high-
est sampling rate and transfer either the raw sensor data or
processed results to the LiveLabs server immediately. Both
of these actions can consume a large amount of battery en-
ergy. On the other hand, if we want to conserve the battery
as much as possible, we are limited in what we can collect
(almost nothing).

The heterogeneity of real-world devices used by our par-
ticipants poses an additional challenge. In addition to hav-
ing to support iOS, Android, and Windows Phone devices,
we also have to handle multiple OS versions within each
device family (iOS 6 and iOS 7 for example). This re-
sults in data skews where the amount of contextual data
collected can change quite significantly depending on the
phone used by the participant.

To address these concerns, we have designed, built, and
deployed our first version of a scalable context collection
infrastructure. This has two main parts; a) the front-end
context collection application that runs on each partici-
pant’s phone, and b) a back-end server infrastructure that
dynamically adjusts the collection criteria on each partic-
ipant’s phone. We have different context collection appli-
cations for each OS type. However, all of the applications
support the following features: a) ability to retrieve latest
policies from the backend server, and b) ability to use the
policies to change the sensors and context modules that are
active — both in terms of which sensors / context modules
and what frequency / polling rate to use (e.g., “sample the
accelerometer at 100Hz every 10s for 1s each”, “do a Wi-
Fi scan for 10s every time you see this set of cell tower
IDs”, “scan the call logs for new items every 3rd time the
user receives a call”). These dynamic policies allow us to
change (for example, to satisfy a specific experiment) the
energy, accuracy, and latency tradeoffs of any individual
participant’s context collection module in real-time.

Currently, we are testing the effectiveness of our context
collectors in supporting a rich set of experiments without
significantly impacting the user’s phone experience (bat-
tery life etc.). Our future plans include building more so-
phisticated duty cycling and policy mechanisms as well as
integrating some of the collaborative / cloud sensing tech-
niques (e.g., CoMon [10]) that have recently been reported.
Practical Indoor Location: Participant location is clearly
a key piece of contextual information needed for many mo-
bile experiments. Given that three our of the four Live-
Labs venues are primarily indoors, this requires an accu-
rate indoor location tracking system. This is a very active
field that has spanned numerous research solutions that use

various techniques such as fingerprints (RADAR [2], HO-
RUS [17], etc.) and models (Zee [13] etc.), as well as
many commercial systems (Google Indoor Location [8],
Cisco Location Appliance [5] etc.). However, when test-
ing various existing location tracking solutions at Live-
Labs@Airport and LiveLabs@Mall , we discovered, to our
surprise, that we were unable to support reliable, all en-
compassing, accurate and energy-efficient indoor location
tracking.

In particular, the limitations we found were that existing
solutions tend to work only on certain types of devices; in
particular, solutions that supported any participant-carried
smartphone device (iOS, Android etc.) were rare. In ad-
dition, the accuracy of some of the solutions was poor as
they were designed for environments that were fairly stable
in terms of environmental (e.g. layout of building) and load
changes (i.e., density of people). In both LiveLabs@Mall
and LiveLabs@Airport, it is not uncommon for the people
density to change by an order of magnitude within a few
hours (and not be consistent across days and hours) and
for the layout of the environment to change on the order of
days (due to changes in floor displays, temporary exhibits,
store movements, etc.). Both of these effects greatly im-
pact the accuracy of current solutions as they depend on
some level of stability (for their fingerprints and models).
In addition, the randomness of the changes in these envi-
ronments prevents the use of multiple fingerprints or mod-
els as a possible solution. Finally, many of the solutions
provide excellent average or best case performance, but at
the expense of a much worse “tail” performance. Venue op-
eratos, at the mall and airport, were quick to point out their
preference for a solution with worse average case perfor-
mance, as compared with another solution, if the deviation
between average and worst-case performance was small.
In particular, we learned that users who see big differences
in their location accuracy are more likely to complain than
users who see worse but consistent performance.

Currently, we have built a location tracking prototype
that works for any participant device, using server-side
tracking mechanisms, and deployed it operationally at
LiveLabs@SMU. We plan to extend our deployment to
LiveLabs@Airport and LiveLabs@Mall in the next few
months.
Real-Time User Analytics: To enable useful forms of
context-triggered experimentation, a key goal in LiveLabs
is to derive meaningful high-level context (about individ-
ual, groups and the public spaces they inhabit) from the
underlying data provided by the Context Collector and lo-
cation tracking systems. This requires advances in both
real-time analytics algorithms, and in the use of scalable
stream-processing platforms that can apply such algorithms
over data streams from tens of thousands of participants.

For example, how can we figure out what the current
spending preferences of a participant are? This type of real-
time contextual state information is crucial for dynamic ex-
periments. For example, it would not be useful to send
a “buy coffee” discount to a participant who is not inter-
ested in coffee (as possibly evidenced by her having walked
obliviously past three prior cafés). As another example,
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knowing who a participant is currently with and their re-
lationship to that person (e.g. spouse, colleague, friend,
etc.) can greatly impact the type of experiment that would
be applicable (e.g., a “buy 1 get 1 free” is better suited to
participants in pairs versus single participants, and a “holi-
day for two” promotion would be better for couples versus
friends).

Some of our current research efforts in the area of such
mobile analytics are presently focused on detecting if par-
ticipants are moving in groups, and if so, identifying the
relationship among the group members. In addition, we
are building solutions that can detect a) if participants are
in a queue, and b) how long they are likely to remain in that
queue. Both of these solutions are useful for dynamic ex-
periments and will be tested at the various LiveLabs venues
soon.
Efficient, Easy, & Effective Experimentation Support:
As stated in the Introduction and Section II, the ability to
perform real-world in-situ interventions is a key differentia-
tor for LiveLabs. However, providing this experimentation
capability requires a number of key research innovations.
These innovations straddle three different areas:

1. User Interface: LiveLabs is designed to be used
by non-technical experimenters (e.g., sales managers,
marketing executives etc.). Hence, there must be an
intuitive, yet sufficiently powerful way for these non-
technical experimenters to easily specify the kinds of
experiments that they are interested in. This requires
developing novel user interfaces that can capture the
rich experiment space (e.g. “send a $5 off coffee
coupon to couples who have just finished shopping for
home products.”). We have currently built an initial
user interface prototype for specifying experiments as
well as another prototype for specifying promotions.
We plan to engage with experimenters and improve
both prototypes based on their feedback.

2. Picking a Statistically Valid Experiment Group:
The experiments run by LiveLabs will be in public
spaces with “uncontrolled” participants. This is both
a strong benefit as well as a problem for the experi-
mental component of LiveLabs. The benefit is that the
results will be generated from real participants engag-
ing in real activities in real environments. The dis-
advantage is that it requires a lot more work to elim-
inate the experimental bias inherent in these sorts of
real uncontrolled environments. In particular, some of
the questions we are addressing include “How many
participants do you need to accurately test any par-
ticular question?”, “How do we control the bias in
an experiment when setting up a control group is ex-
tremely difficult due to the uncontrolled nature of the
environment?”, and “How do you represent the bias
and errors inherent in this system to the experimenter
so that they can understand how significant their re-
sults are?”. All of these questions have possible so-
lutions in the experimental psychology and marketing
research spaces. We are currently investigating and
testing some of these solutions.

3. Analytics-Preserving Privacy Support: One of the
most compelling experimental features of LiveLabs is
the ability for experimenters to gain insights about the
context and actions of every participant involved in an
experiment, irrespective of whether the response was
positive or negative. A key challenge here is to de-
velop mechanisms to share such meaningful insights
with the experimenter, while preserving the privacy
preferences of each individual participant. We believe
that this tension, between the accuracy requirements
of analytics outcomes and the privacy preferences of
participants, is a fundamental research challenge that
will become progressively more critical across many
applications of mobile and urban computing. To ad-
dress this, we have just initiated work on developing
a framework that will support reasoning about these
tradeoffs in a more structured way.

Usage-Adaptive Wireless Networks: Our early survey
and discussions indicated a widespread desire by our part-
ners to conduct experiments that involved high-bandwidth
multimedia content — i.e., experiments that sent partic-
ipants videos, audio, and / or highly interactive HTML-
5 layouts that had many multimedia components. How-
ever, supporting such high-bandwidth multimedia content
in LiveLabs is challenging, as all our test venues have very
high occupancy densities (at least 40,000 people visit Live-
Labs@Mall, LiveLabs@Airport, and LiveLabs@Sentosa
daily). Hence, the wireless infrastructure at these venues is
not able to support many concurrent high-bandwidth data
flows.

To address this challenge, our research is looking at
methods to improve the context-aware and coordinated us-
age of the available wireless spectrum across multiple co-
existing broadband wireless access technologies. Possible
approaches include using the 40 GHz and higher wireless
bands, dynamically moving participants between the 2.4
GHz and 5.5 GHz Wi-Fi bands, LTE cellular channels and
Bluetooth, as well as looking at other kinds of wireless
technologies (White Spaces, FM, Wi-Fi Direct, etc.) that
can help provide more flexible reuse of existing spectral
allocations. In addition, we are also researching methods
(such as Cyber Foraging [3] and other data offloading tech-
niques) to migrate participants as quickly as possible off
the congested wireless spectrums (Wi-Fi or cellular) and
onto a wired high-bandwidth backbone. As an initial effort
in this area, we have deployed a small 3G femtocellular
testbed at LiveLabs@SMU and are investigating methods
to selectively offload participants from the cellular network
to a wired access backbone.

V. Current Testbed Status

We now describe the current status of our LiveLabs@SMU
deployment on the SMU campus. LiveLabs@SMU became
operational on August 31, 2013, when we began to actively
recruit student participants on the SMU campus. The initial
deployment of LiveLabs@SMU consists of Context Collec-
tor services available for both Android3+ and iOS6+ de-
vices, a server-side location tracking service that tracks on-
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Context Type Android iOS

Location GPS & Wi-Fi scans Location API
Phone Attached celltowers, Battery level
States battery levels, calendar,

network statistics, contacts, settings,
website visited, media states
calendar, settings,
contacts, media state

Phone Apps installed, App state
Events Apps in use,

Screen interactions,
call & texting events

Activity accelerometer accelerometer (only
in foreground)

Raw Sensors accel, compass, gyro, accel, compass,
barometer, light gyro, light (only

in foreground)

Table 1: Context Collected At Present

campus locations of all devices that connect to the SMU
Wi-Fi infrastructure, and an initial mobile student appli-
cation, called SMUddy (also available for the Android3+
and iOS6+ platforms). We now provide a few more techni-
cal details of this testbed and some statistics on participant
signup and activity.

V.A. Platforms supported and context
collected

Our Context Collector platforms run as a background ser-
vice in the user space on both Android and iOS platforms.
For Android, the Collector platform can be configured to
collect sensor data, phone events, client-side indoor lo-
cation coordinates, etc.— Table 1 details the various key
events that are collected. For iOS, a background appli-
cation gets a foreground processing timeslice once every
10 minutes; at that point, our collector can collect sensor
data, limited location information and a much smaller set
of phone events (see Table 1). The collection policies of
the Context Collector (what subset of sensors and events to
collect, and frequently) are configurable by the LiveLabs
server infrastructure, through a set of XML-based poli-
cies. Such policy-based collection allows us the flexibility
of continuously adapting the granularity and fidelity of the
sensor collection (with corresponding impact on the power
drain) for each individual sensor. The current version of
the Context Collector does not upload the collected data
continuously; while the upload interval is configurable, it is
currently set to 3 hours by default (implying a total of 8 col-
lection episodes a day). Moreover, uploading happens only
if the participant is on the SMU campus and connected to
the SMU Wi-Fi network, so as to alleviate concerns about
cellular data usage costs.

The collected data is first stored in textual format (mul-
tiple .csv files) on the smartphone’s storage, from where
it is zipped and then encrypted before being transferred
over a secure HTTP interface to the backend repository.
At the server end, the data files are unzipped and extracted,

and then the fields of each file are anonymized by a spe-
cial anonymization service before being stored in appropri-
ate DB tables. The anonymization service hashes various
device and usage specific identifies (e.g., IMEI numbers,
email addresses, etc.) to ensure that even the day-to-day re-
search staff of LiveLabs do not get access to sensitive per-
sonal context data. As one consequence of this “delayed
sending” policy, we note that our measurements suggest
that the storage of intermediate context data on the flash
storage of the mobile device consumes significant energy,
in many cases exceeding even the sensing energy costs.
As our context collection becomes increasingly more real-
time, we will need to revisit this energy overhead issue in
greater detail.

V.B. Participant Signup & Related
Statistics:

As of October 23, LiveLabs@SMU has 670 total registered
participants, with approx. 120-150 users uploading data
and using the SMUddy App (described shortly). Our stu-
dents were recruited from all full-time undergrads at SMU,
with a bias towards freshmen (as we wanted participants
who are likely to offer us the greatest quantity of longitu-
dinal data). Overall, the participants are currently evenly
divided between Android (42%) and ioS (48%). As part of
the sign-up process, each participant is required to specify
additional demographic detail (such as gender and primary
school of study), as well as a variety of demographic at-
tributes. Our participants are fairly distributed across all 6
schools at SMU, with understandably larger numbers from
SIS (as we had the greatest advertising outreach in our
school) and the School of Business (which has the largest
pool of undergraduate) students. Figure 4 shows the num-
ber (and year-wise breakdown) of the student participants
recruited thus far in LiveLabs.

Figure 4: LiveLabs participant statistics

V.C. The SMUddy App

As we shall see (later, in Section VI), we found out that
the most effective way of securing voluntary participation
by our students was by making available mobile Apps that
they would really use. Accordingly, as part of the cur-
rent LiveLabs@SMU deployment, we have built and re-
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Figure 5: Screenshots of SMUddy Application

leased the first version of an App, called SMU-Buddy (or
SMUddy). SMUddy utilizes the large-scale, near-real time
location tracking of all on-campus & Wi-Fi connected de-
vices to offer three key features (see Figure 5 for sample
screenshots from the SMUddy App):

• Real-time Occupancy Heatmaps: We compute occu-
pancy heatmaps, based on the number of mobile de-
vices located in different parts of the SMU buildings
and the nominal capacity of the area. Currently, given
the 2-3 min frequency of location computation, we
specify occupancy levels at the granularity of sections
of a building floor, instead of room-level. This feature
has proven to be very popular with our students, who
utilize this feature extensively to find relatively quiet
or unoccupied parts of the campus to hold impromptu
project group meetings or consultations.

• Location-Aware Messaging: This features allows par-
ticipants to exchange short messages with their bud-
dies, with the added flexibility of allowing location &
time-based predicates for message delivery. The two
most common uses of this are to broadcast a message
to all buddies by location (e..g., sending a “going for
lunch” IM to all friends who are currently located on
the same floor) or to mimic digital post-its (e.g., deliv-
ering a “remember to bring the exam paper along” IM
to a colleague only when she steps out of her office.)

• Promotions: This feature allows participants to avail
of special discounts and promotions offered by ven-
dors and retailers on and around the SMU campus.
We can presently support simple forms of proximity-
based (e.g., “show the Subway promotion only when
the participant is within 5 meters of the Subway
store”) or demographics-based notifications. How-
ever, thus far, all our retailers have preferred to blast
their promotions to all participants (possibly because
our campus is small enough).

Figure 6 shows two different statistics about the usage of
SMUddy by our current participant pool. Figure 6.a shows
the relative popularity of our two features; we can see that
heatmaps are by far the most heavily used feature, reflect-
ing the paucity of meeting spaces on our crowded cam-
pus. Figure 6.b further dissects heatmap usage, showing

the floor-wise breakdown of the heatmap viewing requests
made by participants for the SIS building. Not surprisingly,
the largest fraction of queries pertain to the underground
(basement-level) concourse area, where students congre-
gate for both academic discussions and extra-curricular ac-
tivities.

VI. Key Insights and Lessons
Learned

Through the process of planning, implementing, launching
and maintaining LiveLabs, we have learned many practical
lessons that we would like to share with our readers. These
include:
Diversity of Real-world Deployments: LiveLabs has to
address challenges of diversity in i) Device types: As par-
ticipants use their own primary phone, we have to sup-
port not only multiple OS platforms (chiefly, Android, iOS
and WP8), but also multiple devices and different OS ver-
sions and ii) Venue Characteristics: While they are all in-
door spaces, LiveLabs@SMU, LiveLabs@Mall and Live-
Labs@Airport all differ in their physical characteristics,
such as layout, density & diversity of the Wi-Fi infrastruc-
ture, and the absolute quantity, density, and temporal vari-
ation of the number of people at the location. These have
deep implications for both the day-to-day operational char-
acteristics of the testbed and the types (and accuracy) of
context that we can get at each venue. In particular, these
differences imply that it is hard, if not impossible, to offer
the same level of context accuracy across venues (or even
at different locations within the same venue). Accordingly,
LiveLabs’s experimentation component has to explicitly in-
corporate such context variation while specifying experi-
ment constraints— for example, permit queuing-based in-
terventions in floors 3 & 5 of a mall, but not on floors 2 &
4.

As mentioned before, our applications operate in user
space and require no kernel modifications on participant
smartphones. Android offers more flexibility in sensing
various forms of context, whereas successive versions of
iOS provide decreasing levels of access to useful individ-
ual context. While building the Collector software, we have
had to work very carefully to maintain backwards com-
patibility, to ensure that we continue supporting existing
users who may not always update to the most recent OS
version. In several instances, a new version of an OS also
required us to make fundamental changes in our data col-
lection and anonymization software. For example, in iOS 6
and prior versions, the OS allowed programmatic retrieval
of the device’s IMEI number. Accordingly, a hash of this
IMEI was used to represent a randomized user in the Live-
Labs infrastructure. However, the recently released iOS 7
no longer supports the retrieval of an IMEI; as a conse-
quence, we have had to devise workarounds and now use
the smartphone’s Wi-Fi MAC address (obtained through a
user-assisted process and then appropriately hashed) as the
per-user unique identifier. However, this also necessitated
changes in the Context Collector and Analytics Engine, as
special bridging code is now needed to map previous IMEI-
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a. Relative popularity of SMUddy Features b. Heatmap views by floor of SIS building

Figure 6: SMUddy usage statistics

based user identifiers with newer MAC-based user IDs.

Figure 7: Wi-Fi Location Accuracy in LiveLabs@SMU

Differences in the characteristics of the indoor spaces
have also tangibly translated into different location ac-
curacy metrics. These differences are the result of dif-
ferences in the characteristics of the Wi-Fi infrastructure,
such as the density of APs (LiveLabs@SMU has a much
denser deployment of APs compared to LiveLabs@Mall),
the versions of Wi-Fi controller software used (although
both venues use Wi-Fi infrastructure supplied by the same
vendor, LiveLabs@SMU ’s software version provides loca-
tion updates once every 2-3 minutes, as compared to an up-
date interval of as low as 1 second at LiveLabs@Mall) and
the site-specific operational settings (e.g., LiveLabs@SMU
APs advertise as many as 7 virtual SSIDs, while such AP
virtualization is absent at LiveLabs@Mall). All these dif-
ferences greatly affect the location accuracy possible at
each venue. Interestingly, these accuracy variations oc-
cur not just across different venues, but also across differ-
ent floors of the same venue. As an illustration, Figure 7
shows a CDF plot of the location accuracy achieved with
our initial implementation of RADAR, in the SIS building
at SMU, but across two floors (level 2 and level 4). Even
with similar Wi-Fi AP deployments, the accuracy is much
higher at level 2, as opposed to level 4.
The Vital Role of Energy vs. Accuracy Tradeoffs:

Based on empirical feedback, we learned that participants
were most sensitive to the perceived energy drain of their
phone’s battery. To allay this concern, we adopted a policy
of restricting the Context Collector overhead to be no more

than 10% of the phone’s battery over a single day. How-
ever, our experience with the LiveLabs Context Collector
reveals that, with present-day technologies, it is simply not
possible to support continuous, real-time context monitor-
ing without significantly using more than 10% of the bat-
tery. Staying under the maximum battery usage limit will
thus require trading off how long a particular context will
be monitored, at what accuracy and the frequency of up-
loads to the LiveLabs server. As a secondary consequence
of the need to manage the energy overhead carefully, we
have been very conservative in our introduction of addi-
tional forms of sensing and sensor data processing on the
smartphone.

Moreover, our default model is now to use server-side
indoor location tracking, where the Wi-Fi infrastructure is
responsible for localizing a mobile device, based on mea-
surements made by the family of APs. While such a lo-
cation tracking method is not as accurate as the rapid-
scanning based client-side solutions, it has a tremendous
advantage— it imposes no additional overhead on a trans-
mitting mobile device. To support experiments that re-
quire much finer-grained and more frequent location de-
termination (e.g., delivering a coupon as soon as a par-
ticipant enters a specific store), we now use such coarse-
grained, server-side localization as a trigger for short bursts
of energy-intensive, more accurate Wi-Fi based location
tracking. Moreover, our LiveLabs server policies explic-
itly restrict experiments from requiring fine-grained loca-
tion tracking for extended periods of time.
Judicious Combination of Mobile & Infrastructure

Sensing: The LiveLabs vision was founded on the vision of
accelerating the use of mobile sensing to collect individual
and crowd-level context in indoor public spaces. While this
vision is undoubtedly appealing, our experience suggests
that there are many practical cases where mobile sensing
is simply not effective (in terms of either cost or complex-
ity) as simple infrastructure-based sensing alternatives. As
a practical example, our SMUddy application uses our live
location tracking of mobile devices on the SMU campus to
indicate the occupancy of rooms and benches. Independent
of the accuracy of any specific location tracking technol-
ogy, this approach often gives rise to false negatives (in-
dicating that a room or space is empty when it is actually
occupied), simply because the occupants do not have any
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a. Total participant evolution b. Active participants by OS type

Figure 8: Variation in Registered & Active Participants at LiveLabs@SMU

mobile device being actively used at that point. However,
simple infrastructural solutions (such as infra-red motion
sensors or low-end cameras) can detect such context much
more accurately and at fairly low costs.

Based on our experiences at both the mall and airport
venues, we have realized that public spaces are increasingly
being equipped with a wide variety of embedded sensors
(e.g., motion detectors, security cameras, RFID readers,
temperature sensors etc.). Researchers in our community
often tend to ignore the proliferation of such devices, and
focus purely on maximizing the observational potential of
mobile devices. Looking towards the future, we however
believe that judiciously fusing the ambient context of em-
bedded infrastructural sensors with the personalized con-
text of mobile devices will prove to be the most effective
and economical solution for large-scale real-time context
sensing. As a simple illustration of this broader concept,
we are now actively exploring the use of simple embed-
ded sensing solutions (e.g., smart pressure strips or people-
counting cameras) to provide real-time occupancy statistics
on our SMU campus.
Signing Up Participants Is Easy, Retaining Them Is

Much Harder! Much of the initial effort in getting Live-
Labs@SMU launched focused on reaching out to partic-
ipants and getting them signed up. To achieve this, we
spent a significant amount of effort (definitely over 3 per-
son months) in increasing the visibility of the testbed, by
emails to the whole SMU community, by actively seeking
out speaking engagements at various freshman orientation
camps and events and finally by setting up booths during
major SMU student events. Such publicity has proved to
be quite effective–after each round of publicity, we have
seen significant increases in our set of registered (people
who have visited the LiveLabs sign-up Website and agreed
to our IRB terms and conditions), downloaded (people who
have downloaded our monitoring service on their smart-
phone) and active (those who regularly upload data to our
server infrastructure) users.

Figure 8.a plots the time evolution of the users, and indi-
cates our key publicity (and external) events. However, we
notice that in several instances, the number of active users
begins to drop steadily after the initial uptick. Some of the
most significant causes include mobile OS upgrades that

cause our existing software to become non-operational or
simple human errors (e.g., forgetting the password) that, at
least temporarily, disrupt the continuity of context collec-
tion. In particular, from Figure 8.b, we can observe a sharp
drop in the number of iOS active users during week 38–this
was due to the recent launch of iOS 7, which necessitated
modifications in our LiveLabs data collection software.

We observed that the most active participants in Live-
Labs were those users who actively used SMUddy, our first
location-based LiveLabs App. In particular, we observed a
very steady usage of SMUddy’s real-time heatmaps feature
across all weeks. Accordingly, we realize that the partici-
pant base will hold steady only if we are able to offer pop-
ular and sticky applications. As a consequence, we have
now significantly modified our recruitment tactic by focus-
ing on building multiple Apps rapidly, with plans to roll
out these Apps on a significantly shorter timeline (e.g., a
new App every month or so). We urge readers interesting
in operating similar testbeds to take note of this lesson, and
to plan a fairly aggressive App rollout in advance, ahead of
the actual signup process.
Research and Production — Chalk and Cheese: While
LiveLabs has an ambitious research agenda, it is also a
major engineering effort (at least for a university research
group). Initially, as faculty leads, we ran the project team
like a regular research group, using Ph.D. students and
research-minded software engineers to develop and main-
tain the LiveLabs codebase. Over the past year of project
execution, we have learned that this approach is simply not
sustainable or practical. There are multiple problems with
our original approach: i) most Ph.D. students produce code
that is undocumented, or very difficult to maintain; ii) peri-
odic research conference deadlines meant that operational
code frequently took a backseat and was often hastily done,
and iii) researchers often focused on moving on to the “next
cool” idea and did not have the patience and attention to
detail to respect the rigors of a proper software engineer-
ing process. This occurred in spite of our attempts, as the
faculty leads, to adhere to some basic software engineer-
ing practices (such as maintenance of a release schedule,
maintenance of bug reports and occasional code reviews).

To overcome these issues, we have migrated to a clearly-
articulated triple track strategy. The first track is the pro-
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duction track that consists of full-time professional pro-
grammers who are responsible for developing, maintain-
ing, and documenting all of the production code. We also
encourage the use of standard software frameworks (e.g.,
CodeIgniter) for most of the “conventional codebase”, and
explicitly appointed a project manager to devise and main-
tain schedules. We have clearly separated our testing and
“live” production environment, and instituted explicit email
& phone-based helpline services to assist potential Live-
Labs participants with any operational problems. The sec-
ond track consists of the research team (post-docs, students,
etc.) who focus on developing the technologies that will be
needed 3-12 months down the road. Once a technology is
mature enough, the research team will hand it over to the
production track to harden, deploy, and maintain. Finally,
the third track consists of business development, account-
ing, and marketing and is run by full-time non-technical
professional marketing, accounting, and media personnel.
This track is responsible for meeting with client companies
who want to use LiveLabs (this alone can consume multi-
ple hours every day!), managing the relationships with ex-
isting LiveLabs partners, managing all aspects of funding,
and devising, producing,and administering various media
and publicity tasks related to LiveLabs.

While some of these observations may seem banal and
obvious, we were truly surprised by the overheads (in terms
of time and effort) that we had to incur to deal with scores
of minor issues. In particular, we found ourselves fre-
quently pulled in different directions to handle the pro-
duction, research, and partner management requirements
of LiveLabs — and occasionally ended up not doing a
great job in any of them due to massive amounts of con-
text switching. Humbled by our own experiences, we urge
our colleagues to aggressively budget for such full-time en-
gineering resources when formulating the overall testbed
budget, especially if it requires interactions with real-world
participants and external venues.

VII. Related Work

An increasing appreciation of the limitations of pure
simulation-based performance studies has led to a strong
emphasis on testbed building and maintenance over the
last decade. Many of these testbeds focused on enabling
technology testing and verification. For example, Planet-
Lab [12] was a distributed testbed that proved to be indis-
pensable for testing (largely wired) Internet technologies,
such as overlay routing and content distribution. The OR-
BIT testbed [14] provided several hundred programmable
wireless nodes, that allowed verification of both wireless
technologies and emulation-based studies of mobility ef-
fects. Kansei [1] and WiseBed [6] focused on at-scale test-
ing of wireless sensor networks protocols, offering an ex-
perimentation interface over several hundred sensor nodes.
While these testbeds help evaluate the impact of realistic
wireless environments, they are primarily housed in uni-
versity campuses and are not designed to experimentally
test real-world human usage of such technologies.

There have also been several R&D efforts in building

testbeds that operate on neighborhood or city-scale, thus
enabling more realistic studies of technologies based on
human-generated data workloads. For example, TFA [4]
deployed a city-scale mesh networking testbed in Houston,
whereas the WOMEN [16] project deployed and tested a
mobile mesh network testbed in both indoor and outdoor
environments in Trento. Unlike LiveLabs, these projects
focus more on improving wireless connectivity and band-
width, and not on testing human interaction with context-
aware mobile services.

The field of mobile computing and mobile sensing has
benefited from several recent efforts to collect large-scale
traces of real-world smartphone usage data. Examples of
such data collection efforts include Nokia’s Mobile Data
Challenge (MDC) [9], a data collection campaign involving
close to 200 participants over an entire year and Microsoft’s
GeoLife dataset [18], that contains GPS trajectories of
over 150 users observed over a period of 2 years. These
datasets principally focus on gathering city-scale mobility
data; in contrast, LiveLabs focuses not just on gathering
fine-grained context data inside indoor public spaces, but
also provides the ability to perform in-situ interventions in
real time.

We have also witnessed the emergence of several
smartphone-based testbeds recently. The PhoneLab
testbed [11] is probably closest in spirit to ours–it seeks
the participation of several hundred university students and
offers an open, programmable platform for testing mobile
technologies and applications. Like LiveLabs, the Net-
Sense project [15] uses special phone-embedded software
to collect extensive metadata about phone usage events
(e.g., calls, emails etc.), with the goal of better understand-
ing social interconnections and interactions among people.
We believe LiveLabs’s differentiator lies not just in our fo-
cus on a wider variety of public urban spaces (beyond just
university campuses), but also in our ability to make deep
context data available in near-real time to an integrated
platform for in-situ behavioral studies.

VIII. Conclusion

This paper described our journey thus far with LiveLabs,
starting from the vision of a large-scale real world testbed
for helping test advanced, context-aware mobile services
and applications to the deployment and operation of a
testbed on the SMU campus. Our goal is to explore and
understand the extent to which context-aware mobile com-
puting can become a reality, by experimentally studying
both the limits on gathering such context and how regu-
lar consumers, engaged in daily lifestyle-driven activities,
interact with such context-aware services, offerings and ap-
plications. To make this vision possible, we have spent sig-
nificant effort in expanding the scope of LiveLabs beyond
just our SMU campus to include three other major publicly
accessible locations in Singapore: a shopping mall, a pre-
mier airport and a major resort facility. The diversity of
these locations enables realistic experimentation in several
business domains, such as retail, leisure & tourism and op-
erational logistics.
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At present, the LiveLabs@SMU testbed is operational,
with over 500 participants signed-up and being offered a
variety of services (leveraging upon our capability to track
indoor location across all SMU academic buildings). We
believe that our experiences to date have two important
takeaways for our mobile systems fraternity. First, building
and operating a 24X7 testbed in multiple public spaces is
a major engineering and logistics effort, that needs careful
planning, staffing and scheduling in ways that most univer-
sity research faculty are not naturally inclined to perform
or trained to manage. Second, we have discovered that
many of the solutions for apparently well-researched and
“solved” technical problems, such as indoor location track-
ing and mobile sensing, do not work as well as anticipated
in densely occupied public spaces. More specifically, in our
view, building solutions that are robust to wide variations
in environments and consumer usage patterns remains an
open challenge.

We emphasize that LiveLabs is intended to be an open
testbed, for use by the international and Singapore-based
research community. Accordingly, as the testbed evolves,
we solicit participation for testing applications and ser-
vices, as well as invite collaboration for building some of
the foundational technologies.
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